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Abstract. Historically, in civil engineering construction, the structural design
takes account the gravity, overload and water pressure as fundamental forces.
Becomes later the consideration of the dynamics effects as the machine
vibration and the earthquake, the fire resistance...etc. After all, the survey of
projects like building, road, pavement ‐as example‐ show that there is always
appearance of various anomalies and damages that are evolutionary in time.
Often, they can be due to the water cycle. The paper handles the hydro
mechanical coupling case, shows how conducting the analysis and proof the
feasibility of the structural design in these conditions. The results are obtained
in the frame of the finite element analysis and they open the horizon for more
improvements.
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1. Introduction
The structural mechanics is devoted to ensure strength and stability of
structures. In spite of sophisticated methods of construction, there exits various
problems of dysfunction, material damage, fissuring, distortion and out of use due to
the soil-structure and the soil-water interactions. The problem is also aggravated by the
climatic changes as water table variation, subsurface flow, flooding and dryness. The
concerned structures are houses, light buildings, public institutions, urban
substructures, roads, etc. In these circumstances, constructive arrangements are
inefficient because they represent a prevention rules that are based upon limited cases
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without considering the scale of phenomena and theirs interdependences. Several
disciplines are interested by the same questions but for various purposes as in
hydrology [1], agronomy [2], [3] and biology [4], [5]. The aim of the present is to take
account, for the design engineering, the hydromechanical interaction. To do, we show
the global methodology that allows a rigorous analysis of hydromechanical effects on
structures using a simplified but efficient finite element model. After this introduction,
a bibliographic section presents various researches in the thematic. The mathematical
and the finite element models are then achieved. The application section shows the
feasibility of the method and is followed by the conclusion and the references section.
2. Literature review
There exist relevant works even they are devoted for various targets, as in water
management, the simulation of the subsurface soil water evaporation [1] and in
Agronomy where the hydro thermal model is improved and validated by experimental
measures [2], [3], the modeling of the root zone water redistribution [6], influence of
the mulch layer on the soil-atmosphere interface water exchange [7], numerical
modeling of a hydrothermal physical model [8], spatial and temporal variability of soil
moisture applied to irrigation [9]. In geomechanics, constitutive and numerical
modeling of the unsaturated soil with an elasto-plastic model [10]. In water
management strategies, the numerical simulation of pesticide transport with
application to groundwater anti-pollution [11].
In industry, hydrothermal modeling and experimentation on hydration operation
of date palm fruits [5], simulation of heat and mass transfer during artificial ground
freezing [12], modeling of food products shrinkage [13], modeling of biocalcification in
non-saturated conditions [14], application to mint leaves drying [15]. Effect of the
degree of saturation on the hydro-mechanical behavior of unsaturated soil [16],
analytical modeling of the water content profile during evaporation where focus is made
on the case of sandy soil with presence of water table [17], estimation of the soil water
retention curve [18], modeling of the mechanical behavior of unsaturated soils using a
genetic algorithm-based neural network [19], numerical modeling of multiphase fluid
flow in porous media where the flow consists to a two immiscible compressible wetting
and non-wetting pore fluids, and the application deals with seismic analysis of earth and
rockfill dams [20], unconfined seepage through porous media, application to seepage
problems through earth dams and to the dynamic consolidation of soil [21], soil-water
coupled elasto-plastic analysis applied to bearing capacity of natural clay [22].
In waste management and anti pollution design, as modeling of the dilute species
transport in porous medium with a thermo hydro chemical and geomechanical coupling
[23], hydrodynamic processes coupled to pollutant transfer in unsaturated heterogeneous
soil, with experimental and numerical analysis [24], heat and mass transfer in expansive
clay with application to radioactive waste stocking [25]. Modeling of the dynamic of soil
saturation by the moving boundary approach [26]. In Risk management as the estimation
of the degree of saturation of shallow soils from satellite observations, heat and moisture
balance and application to soil slip detection [27].
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3. The mathematical model

The local problem is an initial value type involving the structural equilibrium
coupled to a fluid diffusion through partially saturated porous medium. The diffusion
problem in partially saturated medium is governed by the Richards equation. It is
established according to the continuity or conservation equation associated to the
Darcy law. Let h be the hydraulic head
(1)
where z is the elevation and s is the suction defined as
s=s() = pa-pw
(2)
and  is the liquid volume fraction

(3)
with vw is the water volume, vt the total volume, pa is the air pressure and pw is the
water pressure. The Darcy law relates the liquid flux q or the velocity u to the
hydraulic head by introducing the permeability coefficient k. In the case of isotropic
behavior, the Darcy law is expressed by
q=
(4)
where  is the gradient symbol. The continuity equation for the water diffusion in both
case of wetting or drying, without sink term is
.
(5)
where t is the time variable. Using (4) and (5) one obtain the Richards equation :
(6)
This differential equation describes the flux of liquid in non saturated medium. The
phenomenon depends, on the permeability propriety that varies with the liquid volume
fraction k(), the characteristic of the liquid retention through the term
that is the
slope of the s() curve. The

term express the gravity influence. The term D θ

k θ
is the diffusivity. When the problem is expressed with pressure variable, the
Richards equation can be written under the general form :
.

(7)

in which p is the pressure variable, ρ is the fluid density, g is the acceleration of
gravity, Cm is the specific moisture capacity, Se the effective saturation, S is the
storage coefficient, κs gives the hydraulic permeability, μ is the fluid dynamic
viscosity, kr denotes the relative permeability. Qm is the fluid source (positive) or sink
(negative). Thus, the fluid velocity u is computed by the expression
(8)
while the liquid volume fraction  is given by the retention characteristic. Here, the
Van Genuchten model is used :
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0
(9)
0
where r (respectively s) is the residual (respectively the saturated) liquid volume
fraction, Hp is the pressure head.
(10)
The effective saturation is given by
0

(11)

1
0
where , n are a parameters and m=1 - 1/n. The specific moisture capacity is defined
by
1

0
0

0
The relative permeability is
1

1

0

(12)

(13)
1
0
in which, l is a parameter. The storage S can be evaluated by the linear relation
1
(14)
where f (respectively p) is the compressibility of the fluid (respectively the porous
medium).
The mechanical problem is described by the equilibrium condition. In static, the
governing equation is
.
0
(15)
where  is the stress tensor and Fv is the vector of body forces. It is possible to
combine the mechanical problem to fluid flux in saturated or unsaturated problem by
the use of the effective stress principle due to Bishop
’ = ( - I pa) +  s I
(16)
in which, ' is the effective stress tensor in the solid skeleton,  is the total stress, I is
the identity matrix and  = (Se) is a parameter depending on the effective saturation,
the suction s, the soil microstructure and the loading paths. The use of the effective
stress allow analysis of various applications in coupled fluid-soil analysis as the
consolidation problems, stability of embankments and slopes. Also it is possible to
combine the mechanical problem to the diffusion one as in poroelasticity where the
stress tensor is defined as
 = C  - B Pf I
(17)
with C is the elasticity matrix,  the strain tensor, B the Biot-Willis coefficient, Pf the
fluid pore pressure. In the mechanical problem, the behavior relationships other than
(17) can be used to determine the solution for various applications.
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4. The finite element model
The local problem is composed of two coupled partial differential equations.
One for fluid diffusion through the unsaturated porous media (7) while the second is
related to the mechanical equilibrium of the deformable porous media and connected
structures (15). The problem is then a time dependent one, with an initial value
problem and a boundary value problem.
The numerical solution is conducted by integration of the system of the partial
differential equations. When the solution exists, it is obtained with the definition of the
initial and the connections conditions. The local problem is transformed to a global
one that describe the all concerned domain by using the integral or variation methods
associated to the finite element procedure [28], [29], [30]. At the same time, the
procedure performs two important transformations on the mathematical problem. First,
the continuous variable becomes discrete because the unknown fields are
approximated within the finite element area. For this, the finite element method use an
interpolation functions related to the nodal unknowns. Second, the spatial derivation
are introduced on the interpolation function while the time derivation are
approximated by finite difference. So, the partial differential equations system
becomes an algebraic system.
5. Applications
As example of the feasibility of the hydromechanical coupling in soil-structure
interaction, we simulate the effect of a subsurface water inlet and outlet with presence
of an expansive layer. The phenomena is particularly prejudicial when the soil water
swings from weak to large content and inversely. To reproduce the cyclic change
between moist and dry period, the incoming flux is taken with positive (pressure) or
negative (suction) value. The demonstration is conducted in 2D plane strain
configuration and the earth structure is assumed to be rigid (Fig. 1).
Lp
Df
B
H

a
Orifice

L
Fig. 1. The geometry.
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Let consider a shallow footing attached to a floor as a reinforced concrete
structure in interaction with the surrounding soil. The soil massif is composed of two
layers whose the superficial one is an expansive clayey soil. The water flows across an
orifice located somewhere along the massif boundaries. The principal goals in the
present simulation is to show the effect of the moisture change upon the stability of the
foundation. The geometry is data are L=16m is the width of the massif, H=4m is the
depth of the massif, B=2m is the footing width, Lp=5m is the floor length, Df=0,8m is
footing depth and a=0,8m is the orifice diameter. The mechanical boundary conditions
are defined in (Fig. 2).
14
20

16

7
q

Fig. 2. The mechanical boundary conditions and the post-processing points.

All exterior boundaries are impervious except the inlet or outlet orifice. Also,
(Fig. 2) shows the points used for post-processing where the nodes 7, 14 and 16 belong
to the structures while the node 20 belongs to the soil. The mechanical load q
transmitted by the footing is considered as a service load. The hydraulic loading is
defined along a large period of 400 days (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. The hydraulic loading
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The reinforced concrete is elastic with the density ρ= 2500 kg/m3, the Young's
modulus E=50 GPa, the Poisson's ratio ν=0.2.
The massif is elastic with Mohr-Coulomb associated plasticity where the
shallow expansive layer has H/2 of thickness and ρ=1800 kg/m3, E=50 MPa, ν=0.3,
the cohesion is c=50 kPa and the internal friction angle is = 30°.
The bottom layer has ρ=2000 kg/m3, E=90 MPa, ν=0.3, c=50 kPa and = 35°.
The water density is : ρ=1000 kg/m3.
The hydraulic characteristics of the massif taken as a porous medium are : the
saturated liquid volume fraction s=0.4, the residual liquid volume fraction r=1.e-6.
The hydraulic conductivity Ks is variable with the hydraulic phase and is 0,5 m/d in
Humidification and 1,5 m/d in drainage. The storage is S=5e-6 Pa-1.
The van Genuchten retention model is defined with =0.87 m-1, n=1.38 and
l=0.5.
The reinforced concrete hydraulic characteristics are : s=0.1, r=1.e-8. Ks= 2e12 m/s, S=0.01 Pa-1, =1 m-1, n=2 and l=0.5.

Fig. 4. profile of the liquid volume fraction at t = 7 day.

The initial stress has been estimated with the elastic plastic soil behavior. After,
assuming that the service load is lower than the plastic limit load, the elastic behavior
is used to simulate the hydro mechanical coupling.
Because we are interested to the reinforced concrete structure behavior, the
analysis is conducted in total stresses. The simulation results are resumed as follow.
The evolution of the liquid volume fraction profile is showed in (Fig. 4) at t= 7 day.
The total saturation is obtained at t=16 day. In the drainage phase, (Fig. 5)
shows the liquid volume fraction at t= 360 day.
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Fig. 5. The liquid volume fraction at t = 360 day.

The time evolution of the local liquid volume fraction is given in (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6. The time evolution of the local liquid volume fraction.

To illustrate the distortion generated at the footing level, (Fig. 7) show vertical
displacement of the footing corners.
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Fig. 7. The footing corners displacement . Case of rigid footing.

Also, (Fig. 8) quantify the vertical stress variation. The conclusions can be
expressed here.

Fig. 8. The footing corners stress. Case of rigid footing.

The required time for drying is most important than for saturation as shown in
(Fig. 6). One see that the nodes 7, 16 belonging to the structures, reach quickly the
saturated volume fraction firstly because they are relatively near to the inlet. They are
followed by the soil node 20 that is far away and for which the saturated volume
fraction is greater. The node 14 reaches the saturation late because it is located beyond
the glutted zone (Fig. 4). Do to the swelling stress, the distortion becomes maximum
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when the saturation take place (Fig. 7). In the drying phase, the distortion seems
relatively constant. The same remarks as above can be formulated for the stress fields
with the difference that stress distortion is always large and affect the all phases with
appearance of several peaks (Fig. 8). Thus, the cyclic soil-structure-water interaction
leads to cyclic distortion and stress that induce the footing incline, eccentricity towards
the transmitted load and the modification of the footing base as shown in (Fig. 9, 10).

Fig. 9. The footing distortion for one cycle humidification-drainage.

Then, in addition to the reduction of the limit load, the earth structures suffer a
serious warps, damages, cracking that is transmitted to the superstructures.

Fig. 10. The footing distortion for one cycle humidification-drainage.
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6. Conclusion
The soil-structure-water interaction is the origin of rigorous problems
particularly in the domain of construction . Trough this paper we have presented the
practical methodology and we have shown the feasibility with an hydromechanical
application. The simulation enable the quantification of damages in terms of general
distortion and general stress. This conducts to loss of the load capacity and the
development of a second order effects variables with the soil moisture. The soil
behavior model can be satisfied with the linear laws that are simples and require less
parameters or use sophisticated ones as the viscous elastic plastic laws for unsaturated
soils. Also, the analysis can be generalized to take account the hydrothermal
exchanges and evaporation to get a more sophisticated model and larger applications.
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